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Despite some troubles in important parts of 
Florida's economy, the state's recent record of 
relatively fast growth is likely to extend through 
1985. The rapid movement of people into the 
state should boost incomes, consumer spending 
and construction. Florida's manufacturing sector 
will profit from continued national growth and 
from liberal defense expenditures, and a healthy 
public-sector fiscal position wil l promote con-
struction spending further. These factors should 
largely overcome weakness in the tourism, 
manufacturing, and agricultural sectors induced 
by the high foreign exchange value of the 
dollar, overbuilding, and a plague of troubles in 
the citrus industry including last month's freeze 

Key Economic Sectors 
Florida's major income generators historically 

have constituted an interesting mix of volatility 
and stability. Tourism, touted as Florida's largest 
industry, is highly sensitive to the overall health 
of both the national and international economies 
and to the value of the dollar. Employing an 
estimated 9 percent of the state's payroll workers, 
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Sizable employment gains and income growth 
seem likely to maintain Florida's e x p a n s i o n s 
a rate surpassing the nat ion 's Expected im-
provements in Lat in Amer i can e c o n o m i e s 
promise to reinforce this t rend by st imulat ing 
the state's internat ional t rade and tourism. 

Migration, which provides a major portion of 
the state's income growth and demand, rises 
and falls with the nation's economy. Construc-
tion, another important underpinning of Florida's 
economy, likewise reacts in concert with the 
nation, partly because of its close relationship 
to migration and partly because it is influenced 
by interest rates and income. In addition to 
residential and commercial builders and devel-
opers, the financial community, real estate 
workers, and the state's many manufacturers of 
building products are affected directly by chang-
ing factors in the construction industry. The 
industry has been an engine of growth in 
Florida's economy, particularly during the past 
year. As of November, construction employ-
ment stood at 36,200 jobs above the level of a 
year earlier. International trade also is a leading 
component of the state's economy, especially 
for south Florida. The $18 billion sector is 
linked closely to Latin American countries and 
reacts quickly to their economic health. 

Florida's economy has some major stabilizing 
influences as well. Much of the state's income 
is in the form of retirement pay. At 11.3 percent 
of total personal income, Florida's retirement 
income outranks that of any other southeastern 

tourism cuts across sector categories and repre-
sents a prominent income source for various 
retailers and transportation companies as well 
as for the familiar recreational and lodging 
service groups. 
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state and is 3.6 percentage points above the 
national figure. Retired citizens, finding Florida 
amenable to their needs, continue to move to 
the Sunshine State from other areas of the 
country. The steady employment and payrolls 
of the state's many military bases provide for 
further stability. 

Florida's agribusiness constitutes another signi-
ficant and relatively stable component of the 
economy. About 11 percent of statewide income 
flows from agribusiness, with fruits and vege-
tables accounting for most of the farm revenue. 
The food processing industry, an additional 
stabilizer, employs approximately 48,000 work-
ers; because imported goods can make up for 
crop shortfalls, the industry does not hinge on 
domestic production. 

Finally, Florida's industrial sector has shifted 
from being a construction-driven and therefore 
volatile sector to one driven by technology 
closely allied to the recession-immune defense 
industry. Although defense spending is volatile 
from the political side, it tends to be less 
volatile than construction in terms of economic 
development. In 1983, the state ranked among 
the top three in the value of Department of 
Defense prime contract awards for missile and 
space systems and aircraft engines. The largest 
sources of manufacturing industry employment 
in Florida, at 122,000 workers, are the electrical 
and electronic and machinery industries, which 
typically list defense contractors as their largest 
customers. 

Most of Florida's key sectors should contri-
bute to continued growth in 1985 unless the 
national economy slows markedly. Migration 
to the state probably will accelerate as people, 
especially retirees, find themselves able to sell 
their homes in other parts of the country more 
easily. In-migration is expected to boost the 
state's population 2.5 to 3 percent, or 250,000 
to 300,000, further strengthening housing and 
retail sales as personal income growth outpaces 
that of the nation. Also, military payrolls and 
retirement pay to Florida residents, which rose 
16 percent from 1982 to 1984, are expected to 
post notable growth in 1985. 

Military spending will exert a powerful influ-
ence on the state's economy this year and 
should engender further growth in its defense-
related manufacturing sectors. Defense-gener-
ated growth also wil l stimulate migration into 
the state as corporate transferees arrive to fill 
positions in expanding businesses. For the 
second year in a row, Alexander Grant and 
Company of Chicago ranked Florida first in the 
nation for business climate, a fact that wil l not 
be overlooked by firms conducting location 
studies for new or expanding industries. 

The vigorous construction industry is expected 
to slow somewhat this year, but activity wil l 
remain high by historical standards, especially 
if mortgage interest rates do not turn up signifi-
cantly. Increased government spending on 
public facilities wil l bolster the construction 
sector and ancillary industries. A projected 
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surplus in the state's treasury should encourage 
spending for public works projects. The boom 
in office space construction wil l slow, however, 
in part because of high vacancy rates. 

The tourist sector should show renewed growth 
this year. The growth could be quite strong if 
exchange rates become more favorable to foreign 
tourists and less so to Americans traveling abroad. 
A number of competing events, such as the 
World's Fair, lured visitors away from Florida's 
attractions last year, but higher attendance can 
be expected in 1985. Economic recovery in the 
Latin American countries should boost tourism 
and the international trade sector and encourage 
visits by Latin American business people. 

The agricultural sector received a shock with 
the outbreak of citrus canker following two 
years of damaging freezes. As a result, imports 
from Brazil are taking a greater share of the 
state's $1 bill ion citrus industry. In 1984, the 
orange crop remained 30 percent below the 
last normal year of production. Another severe 
freeze in mid-January and the relatively long 
period required to return to full production 
dim prospects for citrus producers in 1985. 

Florida's economic performance during the 
1981-83 recession bettered that of the nation. 
Its unemployment rate was lower, and the 
downturn in the rate of change in personal 
income and nonfarm employment was less 
severe (Chart 1). The superior performance of 

Florida's key sectors was largely responsible for 
the state's favorable showing compared with 
the national economy during the recession and 
in the expansion of 1984 (Table 1). This year, 
the state's major income generators are expected 
to record continuing strength in most areas. 

Population, Income, and 
Consumer Spending 

Typically, Florida's economy is the fastest-
growing among the states of the Southeast. In 
the 1981-82 recession, Florida's personal income 
growth led the region's, and rose faster than the 
national average. Since 1982, the state's eco-
nomic growth has accelerated, outpacing the 
nation's by a substantial margin and standing 
second in the region only to Georgia. Florida's 
strong and rapidly advancing economy now 
accounts for more than one-third of the region's 
income. 

So far in the 1980s, the state's pattern of 
economic growth marks a break from its usual 
cyclical volatility. Florida generally has entered 
into and emerged from recessions later and 
has varied more than the nation. This lag and 
greater variability are linked to the importance 
of population migration, tourism, and construc-
tion to the state's economic well-being Migration 
and tourism, major sources of Florida's income 
growth and demand, rise and fall with the 

Chart 1. Unemployment Rates, Florida and 
the United States 

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Stat ist ics 

Table 1. Change in Nonagricultural Employment 
Florida and the United States, 
November 1983 to November 1984 

Percent Change 
Florida United States 

Total Nonfarm Employment 5.7 4.1 
Construct ion 12.8 8.4 
Transportation 0.3 4.1 
Trade 6.7 5.1 
Finance 7.2 3.5 
Services 5.2 5.1 
Government 3.3 1.3 
Manufacturing 

Durables 7.0 5.3 
Nondurables 3.7 1.1 

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
and Florida Department of Labor and Employment Security. 
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nation's economy, affecting both the state's 
volatile construction sector and its dominant 
service industries. (Chart 2 clearly illustrates 
the importance of the employment shares of 
the service and construction sectors to Florida 
relative to the nation.) Since 1980, however, 
Florida manufacturing jobs in recession-immune 
defense and related industries, such as elec-
tronics, have grown rapidly, perhaps making 
the state's economy more resistant to national 
business cycles. 

Florida's economy did slow sharply in the 
1981-82 recession, for migration dropped just 
as it had in previous slumps. By 1984, however, 
migration again was providing a strong boost to 
the state's economy. Moreover, the outlook for 
a growing national economy in 1985 points to 
accelerating population gains for Florida, which 
suggest continued vigorous growth of personal 
income, construction, and retail sales in the 
Sunshine State. 

Florida's strong population and income growth 
over the past two years was reflected in unusually 
robust spending by consumers. From late 1983 
to late 1984, monthly increases in retail trade, 
compared with the previous yea/s, were about 
double the increases nationwide. With in the 
state, however, south Florida lagged in the 
growth of population, income, and retail trade. 
If the Latin American economies rebound in 
1985 as expected, and if effects of the Carib-

bean Basin Initiative prove to be stimulative, 
the Miami area should catch up with the rest of 
the state this year. 

Heavy migration also has magnified the impor-
tance and volatility of construction in Florida's 
economy. High interest rates and poor economic 
conditions in other parts of the country slow 
home sales and tie more potential migrants to 
their current locations. Slack in Florida's economy 
may diminish its pull on working-age migrants 
as well. As the overall economy improves, 
however, potential migrants are able to loose 
their ties to home and seek housing and other 
services in Florida. 

Construct ion 

Residential With the return of rapid, migration-
induced population gains, the overall construc-
tion and real estate outlook for Florida is 
excellent. A major national recession or sharply 
higher interest rates would cloud this outlook, 
but most forecasters expect neither. 

It is doubtful that residential construction 
activity in the Sunshine State wil l outpace the 
rapid growth of last year. Prospects for a surge 
in demand as potential homebuyers rush to 
make purchases postponed by the recession 
are minimal. Rather, it is more likely that growth 
wil l be driven by advances in current income, 
employment, and population. 

Chart 2. Nonfarm Employment Share by Sector, Florida and the U.S, November 1984 

United States Florida 

Service 
24.3% 

Transportation 
5.5% 

Construct ion 
7.5% 

Other 
0.2% 

Nondurables 
5% 

Transportat ion 
5.5% 

Construct ion 
4.8% 

Other 
0.9% 

Nondurables 
8.3% 

Government 
17% 

Source: : U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and Florida Department of Labor and Employment Security. 
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Nonresidential Florida is in the midst of an 
office construction boom that we expect to 
moderate in 1985. Through the first nine 
months of 1984, the overall value of office 
building permits increased by 21 percent over 
the previous year. Miami recorded a 25 percent 
rise in this category, while Tampa's office building 
permit dollars rose a whopping 80 percent. 
Florida's strong economic growth has created ex-
pansion opportunities for existing businesses 
and fertile ground for new ones. The growth is 
heightening demand for white-collar profes-
sionals (doctors, lawyers, and so forth) who 
also need offices for their work. 

However, the state's commercial construction 
is likely to slow in 1985 for two important reasons. A 
key feature of recent federal tax legislation 
lengthened the average depreciation period 
on commercial structures, decreasing income 
coverage and increasing the potential tax liability 
to owners and investors. In addition, all major 
Florida cities have a large stock of unleased 
office space that will deter some developers, 
especially in the unexpected event that business 
expansion falters. In Miami, for instance, despite 
an increase in commercial activity the down-
town vacancy rate is around 18 percent, up 3.5 
percent from 1983. Local experts project that it 
will take three to five years to lease fully the 
office space being constructed today. Even so, 
commercial developers often have proved will-
ing to suffer through periods of sparse leasing 
and slow cash flow if the local business climate 
promises—as Florida's does—demand for their 
structures in the near future. 

On the brighter side, the construction of new 
industrial buildings, particularly warehouses, is 
likely to expand markedly in 1985. In many 
cities in the state, the ability to produce goods 
has far outpaced local capability to ship them; 
however, a nationwide move toward decentral-
ized distribution is continuing. This trend wil l 
especially benefit Florida with its sizable, ready 
markets. 

Tourism 
Tourism is a $15 billion business in Florida, a 

state outranked only by California in 1984 
travel expenditures. The industry accounted 
for almost 340,000 jobs in 1982, or 9 percent of 
Florida's payroll employment, which gives the 

16 

state nearly twice the average share of travel-
related jobs nationwide and places it sixth 
among the 50 states. Tourism also generated 
almost $700 million in state and local tax 
revenues, a figure exceeded only by those for 
California and New York.1 Two of Florida's 
attractions are among the top six in North 
America in terms of attendance.2 Florida ranked 
eleventh in national park visitations, and Miami's 
airport handled more passengers than all but 
seven other U.S. cities. 

In 1984, the advantages of strengthened 
business and convention travel were largely 
wiped out by reduced foreign travel to the 
state and competit ion from the Olympics, the 
World's Fair, and foreign vacation destinations 
made cheaper for U.S. tourists by the persis-
tently high value of the dollar. The result was a 
mixed year for Florida's tourist industry. Auto 
travel, as reflected in welcome center registra-
tions, was up 6 percent through the first three 
quarters. Air travel increased sharply in most 
major cities after the first quarter, offsetting 
early declines that occurred in the wake of 
discount fare cutbacks. This increase is all the 
more notable since, nationally, plane-passenger 
volume was virtually flat for the year owing to 
losses in the first quarter. 

Miami's weak 1984 performance was attri-
butable primarily to reduced foreign travel. 
International departures slumped 3 percent 
through August and foreign arrivals were down 
1 percent, while domestic volume was almost 
unchanged. The economic impact of reduced 
foreign travel to Florida is difficult to estimate, 
but it clearly has been important since the state 
claims a large share of the nation's international 
visitors. In addition to 1.7 million overseas and 
Mexican visitors, Florida attracted 1.4 million 
Canadians in 1983. New York and Washington 
hosted more Canadian tourists, but no state 
attracted a greater number of overseas visitors 
as a primary destination.3 Nearly half of all Latin 
American travelers are bound for Florida as 
their primary destination, and one-fifth of over-
seas air arrivals in the nation visit the state. 
Nationwide declines in Canadian, South Ameri-
can, Central American, and Caribbean visitors, 
and in total alien air arrivals, suggest that the 
impact has been substantial.4 

Despite the decline in foreign travel, Florida's 
lodgings sector enjoyed improved business in 
1984. Statewide lodgings tax receipts moved 
upward 12 percent through the first three 
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quarters. Occupancy rates generally rose as 
well, with the upturn being most noticeable in 
the south Florida market which has experienced 
several successive years of declining or flat 
occupancy rates. In this respect the state's 
experience follows the nation's, where occu-
pancy increased through midyear after declin-
ing for several previous years.5 

Orlando, however, experienced declining 
occupancy rates in 1984, reflecting a supply of 
hotel rooms that has grown by 9,000 in the past 
year to around 44,000—more than Atlanta or 
Chicago. Thousands of these rooms have opened 
recently and, although the number of rooms 
occupied has grown 4 percent, attendance at 
nearby attractions has not risen sufficiently to 
match demand with the new supply. Tampa 
faces a similar situation. 

Attendance at Florida's principal tourist attrac-
tions was mixed in 1984. Walt Disney World's 
attendance through the first three quarters was 
down 7 percent; total state park attendance 
was up 8 percent, but overnight stays declined 
more Other private-sector attractions reportedly 
did at least as well as in 1983, if not better, and 
national park visitations increased 21 percent 
through the first three quarters, a rise that is 
quite significant since park attendance was 
nearly flat in the nation as a whole. 

Miami's cruise ship business expanded as 
large increases in the number of ships and 
berths -have prompted some lines to offer 
substantial discounts. Cruise lines serving 
Miami, the nation's busiest cruise port, have 
increased their capacity more than one-third in 
the last two years, to two million passengers in 
1983; major lines are building more large ships 
to serve this port. 

The outlook is favorable for Florida tourism 
in 1985. Continuing, though gradual, improve 
ments anticipated in total economic output, 
employment, and personal income bode well 
for consumer spending, including spending for 
travel. Moreover, as consumers' pent-up demand 
for durables approaches satisfaction, a larger 
portion of household budgets should be avail-
able for discretionary spending on travel. In 
addit ion, the absence of major compet ing 
events should stimulate renewed interest in 
Florida vacations. Only uncertainty about the 
dollar's exchange rate clouds this outlook: if 
travel abroad remains cheap for Americans 
relative to domestic travel growth, many of 
Florida's travel-related businesses could suffer. 

The outlook for foreign travel to Florida also 
hinges largely on the exchange rate of the 
dollar and on the pace of recovery in Latin 
American countries, which account for the 
majority of the state's international travelers. 
Improved economic performance is expected 
in most Latin Amer ican countr ies. Whe the r 
that wil l translate into increased vacation or 
business travel is uncertain, because currency 
controls in many countries make it difficult for 
travelers to bring money out. The Commerce 
Department projects no growth in South Ameri-
can visits to the United States in 1985; however, it 
foresees a 2 percent increase in Canadian 
travelers and a 7 percent rise in Western 
European arrivals. If these projections prove 
accurate, international travel to Florida should 
advance, but only moderately. 

South Florida should benefit from expected 
continuing growth in convention and business 
travel, with Greater Miami's convention book-
ings up around 20 percent for 1985. The area's 
longer term outlook as a convention center has 
been revived by plans to expand Miami Beach's 
convention center to a half-million square feet 
Jacksonville's convention center should be com-
pleted in 1986, boosting tourism in that city. 

Agriculture 
Recent years have been unkind to Florida's 

agricultural sector, whose largest revenue earner, 
citrus production, has experienced considerable 
adversity. The industry suffered severe freeze 
damage in 1981 and 1982, and then the worst 
freeze of the century until that t ime dashed 
growers' hopes in December 1983. Only last 
month, still another freeze of even greater 
severity settled on most of the state, causing 
untold damage. 

Last August, a new threat to the industry 
appeared. Citrus canker, a disease found in 
citrus-producing parts of the world but unseen 
in Florida for approximately 60 years, was 
discovered in a major nursery. The state govern-
ment imposed shipping restrictions, established 
quarantines, and mandated inspection of citrus 
groves. In the end, nurseryowners and growers 
destroyed nearly five million nursery trees. The 
rapid action apparently prevented an outbreak 
of canker in mature groves. Inspectors are still 
at work and wil l be throughout 1985 to ensure 
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containment of the disease. Officials are ham-
pered by the sale of many trees for residential 
use, which are almost impossible to trace. 
Whether the disease wil l reappear cannot be 
determined for many months. 

The outlook for the important citrus industry 
was mixed even before the latest punishing 
cold wave. The orange crop, while exceeding 
earlier expectations, was expected to remain 
approximately 30 percent below the last 
normal production year, 1980-81. Grapefruit 
production, on the other hand, seemed likely 
to increase substantially above 1983-84 before 
the freeze clouded producers' prospects for 
this year. The grapefruit industry has been 
suffering from over-production in recent years, 
but 1985 production remains uncertain as a 
result of the freeze. Orange growers in southern 
Florida, who experienced only minimal damage 
from the 1983 freeze, did not escape the mid-
January 1985 blast. Even so, they may fare 
relatively well as higher prices improve revenue 
prospects for the remaining crop. Growers 
farther north, however, may have little crop to 
harvest and could find prices too low to offset 
their lost production. 

The state's second major "off-season" crop, 
vegetables, earns Florida's farmers approximately 
$800 million each year. Vegetable farms suffered 
severe damage from the harsh freeze that 
stretched all the way into south Florida late in 
1983. Fortunately, vegetables can be replanted 
to produce another crop quickly. For growers 
able to replant the higher prices received 
helped balance the earlier losses incurred. 
Other growers found it more difficult to raise 
the necessary capital to replant. 

Prior to the latest freeze, prospects for this 
season appeared favorable, with vegetable 
prices running approximately 5 percent higher 
than a year ago. The volume of imports from 
Mexico seems certain to increase to offset the 
second consecutive loss of Florida's winter 
vegetable crops. The strong dollar makes such 
imports cheaper and increases their competi-
tiveness even when crops are normal. 

Although sugar cane provides only a small 
portion of Florida's agricultural revenue, it is 
especially important in the south Florida counties 
of Palm Beach, Martin, Hendry, and Glades. 
The sugar produced from cane earns growers 
there approximately 5 percent of the state's 
farm revenue. Yields in 1984 were up moder-
ately, production was 2 percent greater than 
the year before, and prices remained stable 

because of government support Growers should 
have earned profits based on yield and price. 
Prospects for 1985 are clouded by the uncer-
tainty of the extent of cold weather damage. 

The cattle industry comprises an important 
part of Florida's agricultural economy, earning 
over 10 percent of all cash receipts. The industry 
benefited in the early months of 1984 from a 
seasonal rise in prices, but the balance of the 
year saw prices fall. Even though the average 
1984 price exceeded that of 1983, cattle pro-
ducers likely still found profit margins tight. In 
1985, a decline in beef and pork production 
nationwide should give additional support to 
cattle prices, increasing revenue prospects 
slightly. No substantial increase in profitability 
is likely, however. 

Industrial Activity 
Far fewer manufacturing jobs were lost in 

Florida during the 1981-82 recession than during 
the mid-1970s slump, most probably because 
of the shift away from construction-related 
manufacturing and toward "high-tech" manufac-
turing. Florida's manufacturing employment 
grew faster than that of the nation for each of 
the first nine months of 1984. Most of the 
state's manufacturing sectors have posted 
considerable employment growth, far outper-
forming other southeastern states, since the 
1981-82 recession. Employment in durable 
goods manufactur ing registered particular 
strength, led by a double-digit growth rate in 
machinery employment. As of last September, 
machinery employment, which includes elec-
tronic and high-tech industries, stood 12,800 
workers above the September 1983 level. 
Employment by producers of computer systems 
and equipment and communications equip-
ment reached all-time highs. Military contracts 
in the assembly stage added significantly to 
these contractors' employment rolls. 

Electrical equipment production ranks as 
Florida's largest manufacturing employer, with 
components such as electrical instruments, 
computers, missiles, and other space equip-
ment exhibit ing the fastest growth. Defense 
contractors such as McDonnel l Douglas and 
United Technologies provide ready markets 
for electrical equipment produced by firms 
including Martin Marietta in Orlando, Harris 
Corporation in Melbourne, IBM in Boca Raton, 
and Honeywell in Tampa. 

In 1983, Defense Department awards of prime 
contracts totaling more than $25,000 in Florida 
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Table 2. Net Value of Defense Department Prime Contract Awards Over $25,000, Sixth-District States and U.S., 
Fiscal Years 1981, 1982, and 1983 

Percent Change Absolute Change 

State 1981 1982 1983 1981-83 1981-83 

Alabama 847,752 953,011 1,127,027 32.9 279,275 

Florida 3,169,443 4,118,823 4,650,187 46.7 1,480,744 

Georgia 1,334,188 1,700,689 2,449,101 83.6 1,114,913 

Louisiana 3,045,133 1,621,600 1,484,285 - 5 1 . 2 -1 ,560 ,848 

Mississippi 1,442,704 1,410,735 1,840,321 27.6 397,617 

Tennessee 521,071 701,438 828,315 59.0 307,244 

United States 87,761,000 103,858,000 118,744,000 35.3 30,983,000 

Source: Department of Defense, Directorate for Information Operat ions and Reports. 

accounted for nearly 40 percent of all such 
contracts awarded in the six District states 
(Table 2). With 22 percent of the U.S. total, the 
state ranked second only to Connecticut in the 
value of contracts for aircraft engines and 
related spares; it ranked third behind California 
and Massachusetts in missile and space systems, 
with over 6 percent of the national total. Florida, 
with 400 defense-related businesses, will draw 
about $6 billion in government defense spending 
this year, when a 5 percent growth rate is 
projected for such firms in the state. 

Employment reached record highs in the 
transportation equipment industry, helped 
especially by space vehicle production. Building 
materials industries such as lumber and wood 
also surged in response to expanding housing 
starts. The printing and publishing industry has 
added significantly to job rolls, as have paper 
producers responding to packaging needs for 
items such as auto parts and forms used wi th 
computers. 

Notable exceptions to the rapid manufacturing 
employment growth have been the food pro-
cessing and phosphate mining industries. The 
strength of the dollar has sapped food exports, 
and the general maturity of that industry limits 
prospects for future growth. Troubles in the 
phosphate industry have hampered the state's 
producers in generating new jobs. The federal 
Payment-In-Kind program (PIK) reduced domes-
tic demand for phosphate fertilizer; however, 
the termination of that program is currently 

stimulating domestic demand for fertilizer as 
farmers return to former planting levels. Like-
wise, phosphate exports appear to be regaining 
lost momentum. 

The outlook is positive for further manufac-
turing growth, primarily because of expansion 
in the electronics sector. Large companies 
continue to expand near the Kennedy Space 
Center on the east coast, where one aerospace 
firm is building a satellite assembly plant and 
another is gearing up to produce cruise missiles. 
The Space Shuttle program plans on one launch 
a month, ensuring activity in nearby support 
industries. Near Orlando, construction of a 
$400 million semiconductor plant—on hold 
since 1981 —has been resumed. When com-
plete, this plant will employ 2,500 workers. 

Public Sector 
While national lawmakers sought ways to 

resolve the federal budget deficit, Florida's 
lawmakers convened in January with revenues 
anticipated to exceed expenditures by a margin 
of $122 million at the end of fiscal 1985. That 
surplus comes in the aftermath of a combined 
$282 million surplus in fiscal 1984 and 1983. 

Florida's fiscal house is sound even though 
state spending rose 13.6 percent in fiscal 1984 
and is expected to climb 12 percent in fiscal 
1985. The favorable financial posit ion has 
occurred on the revenue side of the income 
statement. In 1983, the state raised its general 
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Table 3. Full-Time Equivalent Public-Sector Employment in Florida 

Year 

Number Per 10,000 Population 

Year Total State Local Total State Local 

1983 467,821 110,085 357,736 438 103 335 

1982 467,396 111,787 355,609 449 107 341 

1981 461,614 106,410 355,204 453 104 349 

1980 458,804 104,664 354,140 471 107 364 

1979 441,350 104,037 337,313 498 117 381 

1978 438,682 101,846 336,836 510 119 392 

1977 429,709 97,371 332,338 508 115 393 

1976 406,796 96,675 313,121 487 115 372 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Public Employment in 1976-83. 

sales and gross receipt tax from 4 percent to 5 
percent. The projected $12 million surplus for 
fiscal 1985 assumes that strong economic growth 
also wil l boost revenues from the sales taxes. 

Florida's strong revenue growth and demand 
for public services are reflected in government 
hiring. Unlike other states in the Southeast, 
whose public employment declined during the 
1981-82 recession, Florida's public work force 
continued to grow. That growth occurred at the 
local level while state payrolls declined. Nearly 
three-fourths of all public-sector workers in 
Florida are now with local governments, com-
pared with about two-thirds for neighboring 
Alabama and Georgia 

Florida's population has grown even faster 
than its public employment, reducing the ratio 
of public workers per capita. In October 1983, 
for instance, there were 438 public employees 
per 10,000 residents, a figure 16.4 percent 
below the 510 employees per 10,000 five 
years earlier (Table 3). 

Aside from public-sector job growth, another 
primary beneficiary of Florida's strong fiscal 
position is public works projects. State and 
local governments began borrowing heavily at 
the end of the 1981-82 recession, but they 
held onto the funds until the winter of 1983. In 
the first half of 1984, however, they apparently 
began making up for lost time. 

State and local government spending to 
improve public facilities tripled from $15 million 
in the first seven months of 1983 to $45 million 

in the same period last year. In Orlando, perhaps 
the fastest growing area in the Southeast spend-
ing for public works increased from $625,000 
in 1983 to almost $8 million in 1984. Sharp 
increases also occurred in Miami, Ft Lauderdale, 
Daytona, Melbourne, Tampa, and West Palm 
Beach. Public works spending slowed, however, 
in Tallahassee, Sarasota, and Jacksonville. 

International 
The strengthening of the U.S. dollar in world 

currency markets and sluggish global trade 
influenced the state's international trade per-
formance during 1984. Import growth at the 
ports of Miami, Tampa, and Jacksonville reached 
an all-time peak, helping to make up for lost 
export sales to Latin America. In Miami, the 
state's main seaport, export activity for the year 
ending last December was off 2.5 percent from 
depressed 1983 levels. The economic weak-
nesses of Florida's major trading partners have 
altered the structure of the state's international 
trade substantially. While total trade volume in 
1984 was about the same as in 1981, its 
composit ion has changed wi th slackening 
exports and surging imports (Chart 3). South 
Florida ports and airports exported over $10 
billion worth of goods during the 12-month 
period ending September 1984. 

Much of the deterioration of export activity 
was concentrated in shipments to Latin America 
of machinery, electrical and electronic products, 
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Chart 3. Florida Exports and Imports 
(12-Month Moving Average Totals) 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Highlights of U.S. 
Export and Import Trade. 

transportation equipment, and other manufac-
tured products. Together, these shipments 
accounted for more than one-third of Miami's 
exports in 1984. 

Phosphate and allied products, comprising 
nearly 90 percent of Tampa's export tonnage, 

4 carried much of Port of Tampa's improved 
performance in 1984. But in large part, the 
invigorated trade activity at Tampa and the Port 
of Jacksonville was credited to rising import 
demand..The strong U.S. recovery greatly favored 
automobile, steel, and lumber imports, which 
posted additional gains from rising 1983 levels. 

The state's $18 bill ion international trade 
, sector should continue to grow during 1985. 

Unless the dollar weakens substantially, a con-
tinued import drive wil l be fueled by a growing 
domestic economy. State exports should experb 
ence a mild recovery even if the dollar remains 
steady. State exporters are comforted by recent 
reports of better economic conditions in Latin 
America resulting from the renegotiated debts, 
and by improving financial and economic con-
ditions of some major trading partners. The 
favorable impact of the U.S. economic recovery, 
already expressed in strong import demand, 
should also gradually brighten the new year's 
trade outlook. 

The state's foreign commerce has had a 
significant impact on other sectors of Florida's 
economy. During the last decade, for example, 
trade activity facilitated the establishment of 
an international banking center in Miami, bring-

ing the city new commercial construction 
development and investment. In recent years, 
Miami's international banking has burgeoned 
into a diversified network serviced by a con-
glomerate of local, regional, and major domestic 
and foreign money center banks. The nearly 
100 banking institutions involved in international 
activities should greatly benefit from expanded 
trade in 1985, particularly as Latin America 
emerges from its financial crisis. 

Another factor enhancing the state's inter-
national outlook for 1985 is increasing foreign 
investment, which provides more than 30,500 
jobs and $500 million in annual wages. Currently, 
there are 342 foreign companies in Florida 
involved in manufacturing and commercial 
operations. Besides taking advantage of the 
state's wide marketing opportunities, these 
companies use its six foreign trade zones and 
diversified port facilities. 

The f low of new and expanding international 
firms to Florida is expected to accelerate with 
the Florida legislature's recent repeal of the 
controversial unitary tax, which had taxed the 
worldwide earnings of companies and their 
units. 

Labor Market 
Continuing strength in migration and elec-

tronics manufacturing and moderate growth in 
tourism and some other industries wil l usher 
more jobs into most sectors of Florida's economy 
in 1985. Last year, the second year of economic 
expansion, Florida's labor market experienced 
steady improvement. The state's employers 
added 229,900 more workers to their payrolls, 
not only absorbing new entrants into the work 
force but also finding jobs for 86,800 of the 
406,800 who were unemployed at the end of 
1983. Strong employment growth reduced the 
statewide jobless rate from an annual average 
of 8.6 percent in 1983 to 6 percent late in 1984. 

Persisting advances in construction will be another 
important factor this year. Throughout 1984, 
construction employment grew five times faster 
than the year before. Since the end of the 
1981-82 recession, more than 75,000 new 
construction workers have been added to the 
state's labor force. 

Florida's attractive markets both for savings 
and for lending continue to encourage growth 
of its financial services industry, while sizable 
advances in home sales and businesses have 
provided solid job expansion for the insurance 
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Chart 4. Annual Percent Change in Retail Trade, 
Florida and the United States 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Monthly Retail Trade. 

and real estate industries. These sectors have 
added over 25,000 new jobs since 1983 and 
yearly growth through much of 1984 was twice 
the 1983 rate. Migration, which had slowed in 
1981-82, will be stronger in 1985 and construc-
tion jobs should continue to rise as employers 
try to fill the needs for more business services 
and housing. 

As Floridians went through a second year of 
expansion, consumer spending remained strong 
(Chart 4), providing more jobs in the retail 
sector. Trade employment grew 8 percent on 
average in 1984, well above the 4.5 percent 
increase in 1983, and added 72,400 new jobs 
to the state's economy. Automobile dealers, 
eating and drinking places, furniture stores, 
and general merchandise stores enjoyed a 
positive year. Growth of consumer durables 
spending is expected to slow this year as most 
of the pent-up demand for these goods is 
satisfied. We anticipate that retailers and whole-
salers wil l add fewer jobs in 1985 than last year. 

Florida's marked growth in services has been 
concentrated primarily in the medical and health-
care fields. Continuing in-migration of elderly 
citizens virtually will ensure employment advances 
in these sectors. However, potential drawbacks 

for health-care workers inhere in programs aimed 
at containing medical costs and in impending 
federal legislation designed to slow the growth 
of Medicare spending. 

Apparently, the wave of interest in down-
sizing the government's role also is affecting 
the Sunshine State. Despite strong gains in 
revenues from the one-cent-on-the-dol lar 
increase in Florida's sales tax and anticipation 
of a budget surplus by the end of the 1985 
fiscal year, the state's hiring policy remains 
conservative. At the state level, at least employ 
ment growth has been too small to keep pace 
with a rapidly growing population. Thus residents 
may find it more difficult to secure public 
services this year. 

At the local level, the problem could be even 
more severe. Although public employment has 
continued to increase in absolute terms, it has 
declined relative to the population growth. 
Local government seems to be the area where 
public services are needed most to service a 
rapidly expanding elderly population. 

Conclusion 
Florida should continue to experience greater-

than-national growth in most of its major income-
producing sectors in 1985. Employment gains 
will keep the jobless rate low, and income 
growth will stimulate many of the state's service 
and service-related industries. Although 1984's 
manufacturing job growth will be difficult to 
sustain, the durable goods sector producing 
military equipment and supplies should con-
tinue to bolster manufacturing employment 
Other sectors seem poised for renewed growth. 
For example, improvement in the economies 
of the Latin American countries should foster 
higher levels of international trade and tourism. 
Also, migration to the state is expected to pick 
up, stimulating retail trade and residential con-
struction. The outlook for Florida agriculture is 
clouded, with still another freeze compounding 
the troubles of vegetable, sugar cane, and 
especially citrus producers who already faced a 
rebuilding process in 1985. 

NOTES 

1Economic Impact ot Travel on State Economies, 1982, (Washington, D. C.: 
U. S. Travel Data Center, 1984), pp. 8, 31, 40. 

2Tourism's Top 7Vvenfy(Universityof Coloradoand U. & Travel Data Center, 
1984), p 86. 

3U. & Department of Commerce, U. S Travel and Tourism Administration, 
Irr Flight Survey, Table YOS1, pp 9 -A 13-A, idem. Summary and Analysis of 
International Travel to the United States, p. 29; Don Wynegar, "Inter-

national Travel to and from the United States, 1985 Outlook," U. S. 
Department of Commerce, U. S. Travel and Tourism Administration, 
September 14, 1984. 

4Summary and Analysis of International Travel to the United States, June 
1984, Table A 

5Hotel occupancy data are provided by Laventhol and Horwath; Pannell, 
Kerr, and Forster, and the Orlando Chamber of Commerce. 
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